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Produced by Rohail Hyatt, Didar recorded about 20 songs with "Punjab Di Koel" by Surinder Kaur.n
After 1982, he sang exclusively with Amar Nouri for a long time.n They performed "Sari Raat Jaga"
at the fourth Coke Studio Session.n A clone of the song "Sulkum" " was recorded in the late 80s.n A

single with his songs was recorded with the participation of Salman Khan.n In 1983 he created
"Savar", the group "Sonam" with Babur Bhattacharya and Navdeep Akram and successfully toured

with them all over India.n He also co-created with Janaka Lalave "Zandibi Amari Ka Ooga", the bands
"Verona", "Raja" and "Friendly Reservations" and recorded with them the albums "Ajana" and the
best single at that time "Maadi Durgi", a single with songs " Thishenva Paas", "Martman Jat" and a
single written by Bookinder with original lyrics by Durga and including over 30 songs in different
languages â€‹â€‹"Durga Ka Sangna", "Deesh Prahla", "Baruch". In 1984, he recorded "Dharma

Gangai Aaik" with Bukinder and Vinod Singh, a song written by Bukinder. Bong recorded several
songs with Nathuram Swami, which became the theme song of the single "Gar Jat Gaadi" and the hit
"Salad Main". In 1985 he wrote "Main Loka" with Binali Chauhan. Also this year he released his first

live album in the country "Bin Ganga Chatte" along with leading orchestra "Dr.Yashwant Bhaskar
Hindustani Orchestra". He recorded "Genibi Mane" with Raja and another duet with Buckingder

"Shoora Na Nate" in 1986. In 1988, he recorded the song "Karadat Keya", a song created under the
direction of Rani Ram Hayuna, "Dannaranai Vakita
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